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IntroductionIntroduction



Australian FDI exportsAustralian FDI exports

Annual FDI flows from Australia
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Australian outward FDI trendsAustralian outward FDI trends

By sector:

Manufacturing and finance / insurance sectors 
account for 80%.

By recipient:

Hong Kong, Singapore, Papua New Guinea, 
China, Indonesia, Korea, Japan, India and Cook 
Islands account for 5 per cent or $A11.9 bn (stock).

Australian stock of FDI in these countries has 
increased 24 per cent since 2001.



Long term objectivesLong term objectives

Investment…

Economic Growth

Poverty reduction

…close relationship to a stable…

Domestic economy

Domestic political environment

Regional environment Australia



Ensuring the best chance of successEnsuring the best chance of success



Maximising reformist sentimentMaximising reformist sentiment

Self 
assessment

Coordination

Ownership

Identification 
of priorities



OwnershipOwnership

Ownership is essential.

Often policy reform driven by crisis
– External drivers of reform are less-than-ideal

Reform must be pursued from within
– Government 
– Business 
– Individuals



Self assessmentSelf assessment

Local experts:

Know their economy

Contribute to a sense of ownership

Essential for long-term success
– “Give a man a fish, and he eats for a day.  Teach a man 

to fish and he has food for life.”



BehindBehind--thethe--border barriersborder barriers

Inadequate Inefficient
– Property rights -- Labour markets
– Competition -- Taxes
– Governance -- Regulation

Obstruct foreign and domestic investment

Research is required (and for a worthwhile cause)
– To allow identification of priorities
– Each barrier needs to be appraised for its effect on 

costs, risk, competition and productivity



Identification of prioritiesIdentification of priorities

Identify policies likely to:
Deliver greatest benefit & least cost/market distortions
– both in the short term and long term
– by mapping economic impact of barriers to cost, risk, 

competition and productivity

Be politically & administratively feasible: increase the 
‘sweet spot’

Complement relevant work in progress



CoordinationCoordination

By working together, agencies:

Increase ownership

Maximise efficiency and effects

Bring a ‘whole of government’ perspective

and the result is a quality outcome



Going forwardGoing forward

Creating reform partnerships
– within economies and with external agencies

Focus on capacity building outcomes

Building the demand / appetite for reform
– Big picture perspectives in research & commentary



Future directions for the PFI Future directions for the PFI 



The PFI in VietnamThe PFI in Vietnam

Thorough self-assessment 
Ownership 

Identify priorities (which PFI chapters to use)

Implementation (coordination)
Vietnamese government agencies, contact point
External experts (Japan, AusAID/The Treasury)



The PFI in ASEANThe PFI in ASEAN

As a driver of closer ASEAN economic integration?
– Economic integration requires coordination

As a tool to test current ASEAN reform agendas?
– Benchmarking useful & helps maintain momentum

Voluntary self-assessments
– Perhaps Indonesia?
– Perhaps Philippines or others?



The PFI in APECThe PFI in APEC

A part of the evolving economic & structural reform 
agenda?

As a capacity building tool to bridge gaps between 
high and low income economies in APEC?

To maintain close links between OECD and APEC?
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